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THE SPRINGSSnow storm Nemo trumped determined attentions to present a show of area artists exhibiting at
Ashawagh Hall in February. This weekend, “Mostly Abstract” gets a second chance when it
reappears at Ashawagh Hall. The exhibition features nearly the same line up of artists. Exhibiting
artists in the current show are Barbara Bilotta, Phyllis Hammond, Jana Hayden, Jim Hayden, Sheila
Rotner, Cynthia Sobel, Beth Barry, Stephanie Reit and Lieve Thiers.
“Mostly Abstraction” presents a snapshot of the ways abstraction currently appears in works made
by artists with connections to the East End. Artists were selected and the show curated by Sobel.
The exhibition includes paintings, drawings and sculpture.
For the full story and select artwork images, visit Mostly Abstract is Open Despite the Storm.
.

“White Journey” by Cynthia Sobel. Oil on linen, 36 x 48 inches. Courtesy of the
artist.
.
BASIC FACTS: “Mostly Abstract” will be presented this weekend at Ashawagh Hall, 780 Springs
Fireplace Road, Springs, NY. An opening reception was held on Saturday from 5 to 8 p.m. It
continues today from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. The show was curated by Cynthia Sobel.
RELATED STORIES: Mostly Abstract is Open Despite the Storm by Pat Rogers. Published Feb 9,
2013.
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Want to know what’s happening in the Hamptons art community? How about the NYC or Eastern
Long Island? Visit HamptonsArtHub.com to ﬁnd out.
There’s plenty of art news, art fair coverage and artists with a Hamptons / North Fork connection.
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